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About This Video

Document is about PC games development. The goal is reveal what's behind the scene of the PC games known all over the
world. We´re focusing on special projects which are interesting and have potential to represent czech software developing scene.

In the document, you can see altogether of 4 development teams and studios. Each team works on an entirely different concept
project with the different approach to work. First team Amanita Design is where we focus on the game Samorost 3 which is in

development for 5 years already. The company is typical for unique visual work.

Next company is Keen Software House which is developing games Space Engineers, Medival Engineers and artificial
intelligence GoodAi. An entirely original experiment titled GoodAi has unique approach to topic, special concept and plenty of

PC games integration possibilities.

The team of the Dreadlocks company is developing a new horror game which is intended primarily for set of Virtual Reality.
The game is special in many ways. Main characters will be represented by real actors and game locations will be create

according to the real places on the Earth. Players can have an approach to the inaccessible and frightening places using virtual
reality.

Last game is Phonopolis, which is a first work of the three-members team. The game developing is special for working process.
Handmade paper models are photographing and then transforming into the 3D models. After, they are animated and integrated

to the computer code. Future of Phonopolis depends on response to demo version and following support.
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new game documentary movie

This is a fun game. You can be a commander and to get even more intense you can take command a soldier, Tank and even a
helicopter and fight on the ground along side your troops or in the air. You can even give orders to your squad while you are the
soldier.. Although it was long waited for its worth it!. I had to build a separate machine out of spare parts (older components)
just to play this.
I promptly uninstalled after.

This isn't maintained. It will not play like how you remembered it.

it is at best a very lazy repackage.. It's absolutely adorable and funny. I'm waiting for the other routes to come out and i hope
they hurry up, because i'm really curious how they will turn out.. Been playing the game now for a few hours. I am liking most
of it, but I do have a problem, with some of the ways the game is going. Since there is no save as of yet, I am finding it greatly
disturbing, that I have to go back and do the same Puzzles over again. This is not really that bad, what is bad, is the puzzle
solutions have changed since my last login. Like the Mouse Puzzle, this took me a great deal of time figuring out this puzzle,
only to do it again today, and find out my last solution is no longer working.. If the puzzles don't change, well there is a Major
bug, that needs to be addressed, if they do change, all I can ask is why? Why would i want to redo a Puzzle over and over, since I
can't save my game?? Other than that, the game is very much worth the price, and I am enjoying playing, minus these little
Problems.
. This games is a nice time passer :)
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Repetitive levels, no story, just getting some anime pictures.. This game in simple was flat out magnificent and nostalgic. I loved
playing Chibi Knight when i was younger! The Flash game was amazing I woulplay it over and over and over again! (Of course I
exploited that thing with the first boss being every hit landed awards xp on hit; nearly kill it leave then repeat.) I enjoyed this
game just launching it and watching it brought a smile. I completed the game in one morning. Every part of it was amazing! It
was enjoyaable and it was very challenging a lot more thaan the flash game. There were some parts that were a tad rage worthy
but it adds more to the game to not jus tbe a cake walk once you max out everything! I would highly reccomend this game
without a doubt. It is worth it at full price. However I am confused at certain parts with some secrets I collected but didn't know
what to do with them. This game however seems to have had many optionals which you did not have to do but I'm, sure it helps
out a lot later!

The main cons I'd say are a bit of lag issues, the game lags a lot even though it isn't that heavy on my pc. Another would be the
sharp sound collecting xp makes it hurt quite a lot. Then there is the achievments I did not collect a single one even though I
completed them. I hope that can be fixed because I do plan to do another playthrough for completion purposes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nLASJYT-lo. Well....I was waiting for this game with excitement.
The graphics are very beautiful. The setting of Graavik is so beautiful that I could imagine living there even. They really paid
attention to the details to take you to the 1920s in Norway. The sounds of nature, the music wants you to stay here and explore.
The voice acting is pretty good, I've recognized Bolton's voice immediately (voice of Kian Alvane in Dreamfall Chapters).
Regarding the plot, I realized the "relation" of Edward and Alice quite soon therefore it wasn't a surprise for me - probably it
was meant to be discovered early on?
However the 3 hours of playtime was disappointing for me. Also, the biggest secret of the village in the end was not even
shown, which was also quite disappointing (if it even exists?). Also, even if it was made to seem like that, you have no real
choices in the conversations. (I can actually understand why you have no choices, it's your relationship with Alice that makes
that impossible, in my opinion.)
I feel that I would be much more satisfied if the game would have been longer. The story was too short. That's the only reason
why I decided not to recommend this game. I feel that there could have been much more done here. This way it somehow feels
incomplete.

However, I will not ask for a refund, I really enjoyed those 3 hours. And I'd like to support the developers. But I really hope the
next game will be more satisfying.. Bought for 8p.
Played for two minutes.
Not worth 8p.. Literally unplayable.

The online activation service is no longer available.

Do not buy.. Great game, simple, fun, and a good challenge.. Even for the price, this game is lacking. There are only 10 waves
of enemies total. I was able to complete the game with only 2 towers. That's it. 5-10 minutes tops. There are also a couple issues
with game mechanics. Upgrading or rotating towers seems awkward\/unresponsive. Do I hover over the tower with my cursor or
click on it (I still haven't figure that out)?
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